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The ftgures in the margin indicate full marks :

,q, the questionsJ'

I Gnoup-A

1. (o) What is a compound pendulum?

. : Establish the conditio4 for rninimum
time p.eriod of a compound pend.ulum.

A thin uniform bar of Length 120 cm is
made to,oscillate about air axis passing l

through its end. Find the time period of
oscillation, , 1+$+4=16 ,

(b) If Y, K, n and o represent Young's
modulus, bulk modulus, rigidity
modulus and Poisson's ratio,
respectively, show that-
(L) ,Y = 2n(7 + ol

w
fti) K- t

' 2fl -9n'lv\- --, 5+5=19
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Derive the expressiop for moment of
inertia of a solid sphere about any
diameter.

A soiid sphere i.s roliing on a table. Find
an expression for totat kinetic energl of
the sphere and the ratio of translational
and rotational kinetic energies of the

F

sphere,
'' t.:i :

earth.

'

$Xleat is coefficient of
the dimensions of
.,,:.:
vrscoslry.

Eitablish Poiseuille's
viscosi[r.

5+5=1O
t:

viscosity? Write
coefficient of

equation of
1+t+3=19

( Continued )

5+$+2=i0_-

:

2" {s) Set up' the Galilean transformation
equations and prove that Newtpn's lavrs
of moLion are invariant under Gatilean
transformation. 10

Or

Deduce Newton's law of gravitation from
Kepler's 3i'd larv.

Derive arr expression fsr total energr of
a satellite revolving around the earth at
a height h above the surface of the

fr

{b)

72T*2OOf 1?9
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3"' (a) Establish that free surface energr of a
' numericallv equal to surfaceIlqulo ls

tension.

. Prove that the excess pressur€ ,acting
,' over a cunred membrane is given by

/\(t r \
P =2Tl: +: Itr' rql

\r

:

The syrnbols have tlreir usual' meanings'

'F

'.t
ib/ , Derivel aq ,expression for height of a

iiquid bolumn rising through a nalrow
tube 'of:, suflicient .'length, partiatly

I 
' dipped:in a liquid. [Take'angle of contact

as 0 and consider tl-e weight of the

excess liquid present in the meniscus.]

: What wiU ftapp".{., if the length cif the

i ,, capi114r1'tube is s'maller than the height

of the iiquid column?

5+5-10

8+2=1O

( Tura Ouer )

t

4. {a) How is. pressure reduced to a very low

," val.ue in a high vacuum PumPing
arrarrgement? Draw; a diagram of a

: 2ft8=IO

(b) Establish-,the differential equation of a
damped harmonic vibration and solve

', ' , ' r '.for x [r is the displacement bf' the

oscillator at a moment]. L0
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Or

What are beats in sound? Trvo
vibrations ar-e as-

Ut = &sin 2m ntt

Az ='bsin2nnrt

where n2 > fti, Find analytically t}e
nuinber of beats forrned per second

1+9=L0
a.,a.

5. (a) What are ultrasonic w.aves? Give one
method of production-:rif ultrasonics.
Give some import#t uses of

I ultrasonics. .a i, 1+S+3=13
' :'

(b) Derive an expression for velocity of a
longifudinaf wave in a homogeneous
gaseous medium.

al

Show that3 = -l+ where u' and uz axeuz \rz
the velbcities of sound at ternperatures
T1 and. T2:

j:

6. (a) What is chromatic aberration?
:: :-:

Obtain the condition -.,that must be
satisfied. in order that a:'clmbination of
two lenses'of,focal lenghqifi and f2 at a
distance d apart to be achromatic. 2+8=10

t2T-2}Oltzg ( Continued. )
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q$3

Describe how the wavelength of a

.monochromatic light can be determinecl
with ttre help of a Fresnel's biprism- 10

E4plain the fonmation of Newton's rings 
F

and find an expression for radius of the

nth bright ring. How is wavelength

rreasured with the helP of Newton's

rings?
' 4+)+4=19

T. (a)

(b) Give the 'method of Production of
circularly lpolarised light. How is a

mixture of unpolarised and lineariy
polarised liglit distinguished from an

elliptically'polarised light?

Or

The d.iameter of the tenth ring in
Newtonls ring exPeriment viewed

normally by reflectea Ugnt of l. = 5900 A

is 0'59 crn. Calculate the thichless of
air film and ttre radius of curvature of
the planoconvex lens. 10

8. (a) State the basic assumptions of kinetic
theory of a Perfect gas.' Find arr

expression for pressure of a confined
gas on the basis of kinetic theory' 2+8=10

(b) State and prove Carnot's theorern' 10

L2T--?OO13.29 ( Turn Quer J

g+$= 10
*



9" (a) Obtain Pianck's radiation formula. ,How
:-1s Kaylelgh-Jeans law obtained from-
Planck's radiation formula? 2+g=10'---_---. ::

(b) What are reversi.ble.and irr"eversible
processes?

:, Calculate'the, van. d6r WaaJs, constaat 1,,,

for dry ^ir, grven tJ:at T; = i3S K,
P- = 4b atrnospheres-ana n per mole = - i

{-6 }

F.

4+6=-10 '

't a --

two of thei ',
1,Ox2=2Q''
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F

. . 8O cm3 atrrrps f-1. 
.

1O: 'Iilrite :short notes on. anv
IOUO\mng :

. . .''1, :': ,, . 
.(a) Gibbs phase ruie

/bi Ramsden eyepiece

(c) Solar eners/ and its':appiication
' _, a:,

(d).Cq\!Lot'scy,cl.e- ' ,'. ,. '

(el 'CoLotar of Uiin lfilms l
', 

;,t : a ,. l. ..t: - 
t'
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